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 Pegasus Bay Estate 
 Pinot Noir  
 2005 

THE SEASON, THE VINEYARD AND THE VINES
The whole growing season was ideal apart from the period when the vines were in flower. This 
was the coldest and wettest December Waipara has ever experienced and as a result the number 
of berries setting was extremely low, resulting in the smallest crops we have seen. Because of this 
the wine has extra concentration and depth.

HARVEST AND WINE MAKING
Although we had tiny crops we treated the vines as we would in a normal year, giving them a 
large amount of manual attention well before harvest, including meticulously removing any fruit 
which was not of the highest quality. When picked the fruit was beautifully mature, ripe and 
healthy.

In making this wine we have utilised traditional Burgundian techniques. It was carefully hand 
sorted so that only the best was used. The stems were removed and we attempted to retain as 
many whole berries as possible. These were placed in small vats which were kept cool for 
several days before fermentation occurred through the action of the grapes own indigenous 
yeasts. During this primary fermentation the cap of floating skins was periodically gently 
pushed down under the surface of the liquid (plunged) to keep it moist and in good 
condition. After fermentation was finished the wine was kept in contact with the grape 
remnants (post-fermentation maceration), the exact period being determined by regular 
tasting. When it was considered to be optimal, the wine was drained from the vats and 
put into oak barrels of artisan Burgundian coopers, 40% of which were new. From 
harvest to barrel the emphasis has been to extract the pinot’s true varietal flavours and 
ripe tannins, but avoid any hardness or roughness. 

When the cellars warmed in the spring after harvest, the wine underwent natural 
malo-lactic (secondary) fermentation through the action of its indigenous 
microorganisms. After 20 months in barrique the wine had clarified naturally and 
was then blended before bottling..

THE WINE
This rich, ruby coloured wine has a sensuous bouquet and flavour. There are fruit 
motifs of black cherries, purple plums and blackberries, intertwined with more 
savoury flavours emphasising roast meats, grilled mushrooms and black olives. 
Enveloping these are impression of chocolate mocha and cinnamon. It is both mouth 
filling and rich, but yet supple, athletic and lithe. It has a long aftertaste which lingers 
on the palate after swallowing.

Although ready to drink on release, with careful cellaring it should continue to 
develop additional layers of complexity for 6-10 years after harvest and live beyond.


